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Abstract
Distance-bound smoothing is a method to characterize point configurations satisfying a given set of constraints on the pairwise ranges of distances. This technique essentially consists in the iterative application of a
set of algebraic conditions to reduce the given initial distance ranges. Although originally developed in a Computational Chemistry context, it has
successfully been applied to problems of planar point configurations arising
in Robotics, which includes the position analysis of planar robots. In this
paper, this technique is generalized to deal with points on a sphere so that
the planar case can now be deduced from the one presented here as a limit
case. To exemplify the interest of this technique, it is applied to solve the
position analysis of multiloop spherical linkages.
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1

Introduction

Let us consider all pairwise distances between a set of points. If one of these
distances is unknown, we can assign it the range [0, ∞). If its value is estimated
using a sensor, we can assign it the range [d − δ, d + δ], where d is the measured
distance and δ accounts for possible errors. If it corresponds to a perfectly calibrated distance, we can assign it a single-point range [d, d]. Since, in general,
all these distances are not independent, their redundancy can be used to obtain
better bounds for the unknown and estimated distances.
Pairwise distances between a set of points must satisfy constraints that depend on the space in which the points are embedded. For example, if they are
embedded in a line, the distances between all subsets of three points must satisfy the triangular identity. In this case, we can easily come up with an iterative
process in which the triangular identity is applied to improve the bounds between all subsets of three points until no further improvement is obtained. This
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Figure 1: A 3-DOF 3-RRR spherical parallel manipulator (left). The nine rotation axes intersect in the center of the mechanism. The corresponding semiaxes
going through the revolute joints intersect with the unit sphere at P1 , . . . , P9 .
Once the rotation angles α1 , α2 , and α3 about the motor axes are known, the location of the triangle P4 P5 P6 is determined with respect to P1 P2 P3 . This implies
that the forward kinematics of this robot essentially reduces to find all possible
configurations for {P4 , . . . , P9 } given the shown pairwise distances (right).
bound-smoothing process can be extended to higher dimensions where the distances between the points must satisfy more sophisticated constraints [10]. For
instance, it has been extended to the plane where sets of four points must satisfy
the tetrangular identity, and also to the case in which orientation constraints on
the formed triangles have to be considered [14]. Nevertheless, the only available
generalizations to three dimensions [11, 12] are partial since complex constraints
involving subsets of up to five points must be considered [6]. In this paper, we
consider the case of points embedded on the surface of a sphere and hence the
term angle-bound smoothing because the distances between points on a sphere are
measured as lengths of arcs of great circles.
Up to our knowledge, no previous works exist for solving the stated problem.
Nevertheless, the problem of propagating ranges of motion in multiloop spherical
robots bears some resemblance with it. Some methods have been proposed in
[1] and [3] to perform this kind of propagations. They are based on processing
a set of independent loop equations that completely characterize the kinematics
of the analyzed robot. While expressing the problems tackled in these works as
angle-bound smoothing problems is straightforward, expressing a general anglebound smoothing problem so that it can be solved using the techniques presented
in them is just not obvious, if even possible.
To have a rapid glimpse on how the method presented in this paper works for a
problem in Robotics, let us consider the problem of solving the forward kinematics
of the 3-DOF 3-RRR spherical parallel manipulator appearing in Fig. 1(top) [7].
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That is, the problem of locating the triangle P7 P8 P9 with respect to the base
P1 P2 P3 as a function of the motor angles α1 , α2 , and α3 . Since triangle P4 P5 P6
is located with respect to P1 P2 P3 once these angles are known, the problem
can be reformulated as that of finding all possible configurations for the set of
points {P4 , . . . , P9 } on the unit sphere up to global rotations. The location of
these points are constrained because some pairwise distances between them are
known: those connected by a segment in Fig. 1(bottom). These constraints
can be exploited to reduce the ranges of the rest of distances. Moreover, this
smoothing process can be used in a branch-and-bound search scheme to isolate
all the solutions [8, 9, 13]. In such scheme, the initial ranges define the search
space including all the solutions of interest. This space is reduced as much as
possible and then split and recursively processed until all solutions are bounded
with a desired accuracy. This is in contrast with local Newton-like approaches
which approximate a single solution.
In a branch-and-prune process, the split is trivial and, thus the relevant issue
is to define a smoothing method that rapidly converges to the solution set. This
paper proposes an efficient smoothing method for points on the sphere. This
method is based on the monotonicity analysis of the trigonometric expression
relating the distances between four points on a sphere, since the distances between
them cannot be arbitrarily assigned. Fortunately, as we will see, we do not need
to considered all possible subsets of four points. This means that only the bounds
of a subset of unknown distances are progressively reduced, but they are enough
to finally obtain the corresponding point configuration by trivial sequences of
bilaterations.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 reviews some basic facts on
spherical geometry that are needed in Section 3, where some new results on a
family of Gramians –which can be seen as the spherical counterpart of CayleyMenger determinants– are presented. Section 4 exploits these results to solve the
position analysis of two multiloop spherical linkages. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main results and points to directions deserving further attention.

2

Background

In spherical geometry, the shortest distance between two points, Pi and Pj , also
known as the geodesic distance, is the length of an arc of a great circle containing
both points. This great circle is the result of intersecting the sphere with the plane
defined by the center of the sphere and the two points. Then, on the unit sphere
the distance is d(Pi , Pj ) = cos−1 hpi , pj i = θij , the angle between the vectors from
the center to points Pi and Pj . Here hpi , pj i is the standard Euclidean inner
product.
A spherical triangle is a three-sided polygon on a sphere whose sides are arcs
of great circles. The spherical excess E of the spherical triangle P1 P2 P3 (see Fig.
2) is given by:
E = ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − π,
(1)
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Figure 2: According to Girard’s theorem, the area of the spherical triangle P1 P2 P3
on the unit sphere is given by its excess, that is ω1 + ω2 + ω3 − π.
which, according to Girard’s theorem, coincides with the area of the triangle for
unit spheres [15, §127].
The triangle inequality between three points on a sphere holds provided that
the distance between any two points is the lowest of the two arcs of great circle
connecting them [5, p. 194]. If we exclude from our analysis those cases in
which (a) two points are antipodal because, in this case, there are infinite arcs
of great circle realizing the minimum distance; and (b) two points are coincident,
the considered distances will always lie in the range (0, π). In what follows,
independently of the number of points characterizing a problem, we will always
work with subsets of four points which will be limited in the following way:
Remark 1. We will only consider sets of four points whose pairwise distances
lie in the range (0, π).
As a consequence of this limitation, the correspondence between θij and cos θij
becomes one-to-one. Thus, as a matter of convenience, we will indistinctly use θij
or cos θij when referring to the distance between Pi and Pj .

3

New results on Gramians on the unit sphere

Given the location vectors, p1 , . . . , pn , of points P1 , . . . , Pn , the Gram determinant, or Gramian, is the determinant defined as:
hp1 , p1 i
hp2 , p1 i
G(1, . . . , n) =
..
.

hp1 , p2 i
hp2 , p2 i
..
.

...
...
..
.

hp1 , pn i
hp2 , pn i
,
..
.

hpn , p1 i hpn , p2 i . . . hpn , pn i
4

(2)
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which, in the particular case in which all points lie on the unit sphere, reduces to:
1
cos θ12
G(1, . . . , n) =
..
.

cos θ12
1
..
.

cos θ1n

cos θ2n

. . . cos θ1n
. . . cos θ2n
.
..
..
.
.
...
1

(3)

Gramians are zero if, and only if, the involved coordinate vectors are linearly
dependent, and strictly positive otherwise [4, p. 251]. Negative Gramians only
arise if the given distances do not correspond to any configuration of real points.
Since we limit our analysis to a sphere in three dimensions, a Gramian of four
points necessarily vanishes. For the same reason, a Gramian of three points lying
on a great circle will also vanish. Next, we analyze the three- and four-point cases
in more detail.
Lemma 1. The Gramian of three points, P1 , P2 , and P3 , on the unit sphere can
be expressed as:
G(1, 2, 3) = sin(p) sin(p−θ12 ) sin(p−θ13 ) sin(p−θ13 ),

(4)

where p is the semiperimeter of the triangle they define, that is,
p=

θ12 +θ23 +θ13
.
2

Proof 1. The direct expansion of the Gramian yields:
G(1, 2, 3) = 2 cos θ12 cos θ13 cos θ23
− cos2 θ12 − cos2 θ13 − cos2 θ23 + 1.
Then, expressing the cosine functions in terms of sines, and simplifying the result,
the lemma follows.
Observe the resemblance of (4) with Heron’s formula for the computation of
the area of a triangle given its edge lengths. This suggests a connection between
the Gramian of three points on the unit sphere and the area of the spherical triangle they define. Indeed, using Cagnoli’s theorem [15, §132], it is straightforward
to conclude that
G(1, 2, 3) = 4 cos2

θ12
θ23
θ13
E
cos2
cos2
sin2 ,
2
2
2
2

(5)

where E is the excess of the triangle or, equivalently for a sphere of unit radius,
its area.
Since the Gramian of four points vanishes, any of the pairwise distances between these four points can be expressed in terms of the others. The explicit
formula is given in the next lemma.

5
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Figure 3: Given four points on the unit sphere, P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 , the distance
between, say (without loss of generality) P3 and P4 , is determined by all other
distances. In general, two solutions are possible which corresponds to the cis (left
drawing) and trans configuration (right drawing).
Lemma 2. Given four points, P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 , on the unit sphere, the distance
between P3 and P4 can be expressed in terms of all other distances between these
four points as:
p
2 +A C
−B34 ± B34
34 34
±
cos θ34 =
,
(6)
A34
where
A34 =

1
cos θ12

cos θ12
,
1

1
B34 = cos θ12
cos θ14

cos θ12
1
cos θ24

cos θ13
cos θ23 ,
0

1
cos θ12
=
cos θ13
cos θ14

cos θ12
1
cos θ23
cos θ24

cos θ13
cos θ23
1
0

C34

cos θ14
cos θ24
.
0
1

Proof 2. It can be verified that
G(1, 2, 3, 4) = −A34 cos2 θ34 − 2B34 cos θ34 + C34 .

(7)

Then, since in our case the Gramian of four points vanishes, the lemma directly
follows.
The sign of the square root in (6) accounts for the two possible solutions for θ34 ,
+
−
θ3,4
and θ3,4
(see Fig. 3). While the negative sign corresponds to the configuration
6
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in which P3 and P4 lie on the same hemisphere with respect to the great circle
defined by P1 and P2 (cis configuration), the positive one corresponds to the
configuration in which P3 and P4 lie on different hemispheres (trans configuration).
To simplify the presentation of the current version of our algorithm, we also
introduce the following limitation:
Remark 2. We will not consider orientation constraints for spherical triangles.
As a consequence of this, any two triangles sharing an edge could indistinctly
be in cis or trans configuration.
+
−
Observe that θ3,4
= θ3,4
if the discriminant in (6) vanishes. Clearly, this only
happens when any of the two triangles P1 P2 P4 and P1 P2 P3 degenerate (their areas
are null). This suggest, according to (5), that this discriminant is directly connected to G(1, 2, 4) and G(1, 2, 3). This connection is established in the following
lemma.
Lemma 3. The discriminant in (6) can be expressed as:
2
D34 := B34
+ A34 C34 = G(1, 2, 4) G(1, 2, 3).

(8)

Proof 3. The proof can be obtained factorizing the discriminant using a computer
algebra system.
+
−
The analysis of the monotonicity of either θ3,4
or θ3,4
by computing the derivatives of (6) is an uphill task. Fortunately, the following theorem gives us the clue
to simplify this analysis.

Theorem 1. Given points P1 , P2 , P3 , and P4 on the unit sphere, then
r
∂θkl
sin θij Gi Gj
=±
∂θij
sin θkl Gk Gl
for i, j, k, l ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4} and where G1 = G(2, 3, 4), G2 = G(1, 3, 4), G3 = G(1, 2, 4),
and G4 = G(1, 2, 3).
Proof 4. Let us denote F := G(1, 2, 3, 4). Then, using the chain rule, the derivative of F with respect to θkl can be expressed as:
∂F
∂F
∂ cos θkl
=
,
∂θkl
∂ cos θkl ∂θkl
which, after computing the derivatives, according to expression (7), reads as:
∂F
= − sin θkl (−2Akl cos θkl − 2Bkl ).
∂θkl
Then, using Lemma 2, it can be rewritten as:
p
∂F
= − sin θkl [−2(−Bkl ± Dkl ) − 2Bkl ]
∂θkl
p
= ±2 sin θkl Dkl
7
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Now, using Lemma 3 and Lemma 1, we conclude that
p
∂F
= ±2 sin θkl Gk Gl .
∂θkl
Since F = 0, using the theorem of implicit differentiation, we have that
∂θkl
∂F/∂θij
=−
,
∂θij
∂F/∂θkl

(9)

from which the Theorem follows.
Corollary 1. Given points Pi , Pj , Pk , and Pl on the unit sphere, the distance
between Pk and Pl , θkl , is monotonic with respect to all other distances between
these four points provided that no alignment on the sphere is generated (no subset
of three points lie on a great circle).
Proof 5. Since, according to Remark 1, sin θij and sin θkl are always positive,
then according to Lemma 1
Gi = G(j, k, l)
= sin(pijk ) sin(pijk −θjk ) sin(pijk −θjl ) sin(pijk −θkl ),
with pjkl = (θi + θj + θk )/2 the semiperimeter of the triangle Pi Pj Pk . Whenever
any of the arguments of the sine functions in Gi includes the value r π with r ∈ Z,
there is a change in the sign of the derivative ∂θkl /∂θij . Thus, the change in the
sign of the derivative occurs when
pjkl = π ⇒ θjk + θjl + θkl = 2π,
pjkl − θjk = 0 ⇒ −θjk + θjl + θkl = 0,
pjkl − θjl = 0 ⇒ θjk − θjl + θkl = 0,
pjkl − θkl = 0 ⇒ θjk + θjl − θkl = 0.

These conditions correspond to alignments of Pi , Pj , and Pk . The same holds for
Gj , Gk , and Gl .
Remark 3. We assume that in the considered subsets of four points no three
points can get aligned in the given distance domains.
This limitation is introduced to simplify the presentation of the technique
described in the next section to compute exact bounds on the pairwise distances
between four points.

4

Examples

The angle bound smoothing approach introduced in this paper has been evaluated
on the two spherical mechanisms shown in Fig. 4. The first one is a 3-DOF 3-RRR,
8
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Figure 4: The topology of the two mechanisms used to evaluate the angle-bound
smoothing approach introduced in this paper. Left: A 3-DOF 3-RRR spherical
robot. Right: A four-loop spherical linkage.
the robot described in the Introduction. This robot has been used in [1] and [3]
to evaluated previous approaches dealing with spherical robots. The second test
case is a four-loop kinematic linkage and it has been considered before in [2]. In
this case, previous approaches which rely on interval propagations over kinematic
loops [1, 3] may have difficulties converging to the solution due to the number
of loops in the problem. Actually, such approaches have been only validated on
mechanisms involving up to 2 loops.
Since due to Remark 3, we are interested in proving the convergence properties of the angle smoothing procedure without considering degeneracies, i.e., arc
alignments which typically appear in symmetric robots and configurations, the
problems are defined at random. For each of them, the required number of points
are sampled from a uniform distribution on a unit-radius sphere. Such set of
points is a valid solution for the problem at hand and the variable arc lengths
are defined as intervals around this solution. The size of such intervals is as large
as possible, but without activating any of the alignment conditions. In this way,
the initial search space is a box in the space of cosines of the variable arc lengths
where all the functions (6) are monotonic. If a function is continuous and locally
monotonic with respect to each argument in a given domain, its extrema are in
the boundary of the domain. Moreover, if the domain is an axis-aligned box, finding exact bounds without overestimation simply reduces to evaluate this function
in all the corners of the box [14]. Thus, the range of one variable can be exactly
computed taking the extremes of the evaluation of (6) in the corners of the box
defined by the rest of variables involved in the determinant. This typically reduces
the bounds for the variable of interest. The iteration of this procedure for all the
variables in the considered determinants reduces the initial search box until the
solution is bounded with the required accuracy.
9
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Figure 5: Error reduction in the 3-RRR robot. Top: In linear scale. Bottom: In
logarithmic scale to better appreciate the convergence ratio.
The spherical 3-RRR problem involves 6 points, 9 fix-length arcs and 6 arcs
whose length vary with the configuration, but one of them can be deduced uniquely
once the other 5 are fixed. In this example, the values for the unknowns are enlarged with an amplitude of about 10-15 degrees around the randomly generated
solution. Fifteen determinants involving 4 points can be defined over 6 points,
but only 5 of them are necessary to obtain a well-constrained system. Note that
using a small set of determinants not only has performance advantages, but it
also increases the size of the monotonic areas since only the alignments between
the points in the considered determinants are relevant. The determinants that
we used in this case are the ones involving the sets of points {P4 , P5 , P7 , P8 },
{P4 , P7 , P8 , P9 }, {P4 , P6 , P7 , P9 }, {P6 , P7 , P8 , P9 }, and {P5 , P6 , P7 , P9 }. Note that
each determinant includes points fulfilling Remark 1. The first determinant involves two variable arc lengths, θ48 and θ57 , the next three determinants introduce
one new variable each (θ48 , θ67 , and θ69 , respectively), and the last determinant
is defined over previously introduced variables. In this way, the uncertainty in
θ48 is used to reduce the range of the rest of variables in sequence until the last
determinant, which closes the cycle and reduces the range for θ48 . The iteration
of this procedure reduces the error in the solution approximation as shown in
Fig. 5. The error is computed as the sum of the variable ranges in the problem
and each iteration corresponds to the application of the range reduction with the
considered determinants. It can be seen that in few steps the error is canceled.
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Figure 6: Error reduction in the four-loop spherical linkage. Top: In linear scale.
Bottom: In logarithmic scale to better appreciate the convergence ratio.
The overall execution time for the whole angle bound smoothing process is less
than 0.3 seconds in a non-optimized Matlab implementation.
The second test case involves 12 points with 20 fixed- and 46 variable-length
arcs. In this case only 12 of the variable arcs are necessary to determine the
configuration since the remaining 34 variable arcs can be deduced uniquely from
them. Then, only 12 determinants out of the 495 possible ones are necessary
to define a well-constrained system. Using the 12 determinants involving the
sets of points {P1 , P2 , P6 , P7 }, {P1 , P2 , P5 , P6 }, {P1 , P2 , P4 , P5 }, {P1 , P4 , P5 , P12 },
{P1 , P4 , P11 , P12 }, {P1 , P3 , P4 , P11 }, {P3 , P4 , P10 , P11 }, {P3 , P4 , P9 , P10 }, {P2 , P3 ,
P4 , P9 }, {P2 , P3 , P8 , P9 }, {P2 , P3 , P7 , P8 }, and {P1 , P2 , P3 , P7 }, the initial error,
which is about 5-10 degree per variable, is reduced as shown in Fig. 6. This
process takes about 0.9 seconds in the Matlab implementation. As in the previous
case, the error rapidly reduces and in few iterations the solution included in
the initial box is accurately bounded. Fig 6-bottom shows that the convergence
ratio is higher than the one for the previous test case (see Fig. 5-bottom), which
is remarkable. This indicates a good scalability of the proposed angle bound
smoothing technique. The shape of the triangles involved in each propagation step
seem to have influence in the convergence ratio, i.e., the closer to an alignment
the slower the convergence. However, the detailed analysis of the factors that
have influence on the convergence is left as an open issue.
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Conclusions

This paper extends the distance-bound smoothing technique to the case of points
on a sphere. It introduces the necessary tools to generate constraints between
pairwise distances involving sets of four points on a sphere. When iteratively
applied, such constraints allow bounding the solutions with the required accuracy.
Moreover, the results presented here characterize the monotonicity regions for the
given constraints, which provides a simpler method to determine tight ranges for
a given variable arc.
From this starting point, several extensions are possible. The tools introduced
in this paper can be used to implement a full monotonicity analysis parallel to
the one described in [14] for the planar case. This essentially requires to exploit
the equivalent of Stewart’s theorem for the sphere. Moreover, the inclusion of
orientation constraints is also feasible by considering the geometric interpretation
of the determinants introduced in this paper. Finally, the presented approach
gives some clues on how to extend the proposed technique to points in 3D. In this
way a 3D bound smoothing method with orientation constraints could be derived.
This is a fundamental, but still missing, tool in the field.
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